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ABSTRACT

W h a t are the procedures, bases, effects and potentials of small, collective activity?
W h a t are the economies of such activity? And w hat chances of propagation for more
activity exist within these systems? Gathering places, temporal events, empty land and
urban policy loopholes are implicated in this project to generate short-term activity
zones in East Downtown Houston with the intention of encoding longer-term territorial
scenarios there as an alternative to conventional form s of city development.
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Project Background

THE AGRARIAN GRID, THE 1 9TH CENTURY GRIDIRON CITY, A N D GRID EROSION.

“For all its monotony, the Jeffersonian grid has unmistakable utopian traits:
it is in fact a blueprint for an agrarian, equalitarian society, and it is based
on the assumption the landowner will be active in the dem ocratic process.
The grid system, originally conceived, was thus a device for the promotion of
“virtuous citizens.” Its survival is a testimony to the belief, once so common
among Americans, in the possibility of human perfectibility.” [Jackson, pp 4 ]

It is impossible to separate this history of Thomas Jefferson’s “National Survey”
- which literally drew many an axis of contemporary American city centers - from
the history of planning in this country (and the continual re-development of those
same areas over time.] W ith the intention to instill an egalitarianism clear across the
country, the agrarian grid is a t once a m etaphor and the physical manifestation of the
American experiment - in a plot of real property, to which any citizen could build and
grow his own private property and thus, ultimately, build and grow a society along with
other like minded individuals. It is the basic operational geometry of the gridiron th at
makes this m etaphor reality. The grid is at once an ambiguous, flexible system and at
the same time, a strictly ordered structure. Block by block, the city appears as nothing
m ore than an orderly arrangem ent of uniform lots, but is, a t the sam e time, also an
amalgam of specific, independent holdings.

But by the middle of the 2 0 th century, three significant factors combined to create
a new form of non-gridded, spin-off cities, which we refer to today as “suburban.” The
Federal Highway Act of 1 9 5 6 initiated the interstate highway system and consequently
the country’s freeways systems, which would lead residents out of cities. The Federal
Housing Act of 1 9 4 9 , which initiated significant subsidies for suburban residential
building, while rendering inner city areas as “blighted” and candidates for problematic
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urban renewal program s like block public housing. And, lastly, the critical mass of
returning of GIs from W orld W a r II who w ere given government subsidies to live in
new developments and raise their families there. These new developments used the
geometry of the cul de sac instead of the grid and spun out from m ore than one center
(suburbia has been described as poly-nuclear, whereas gridiron cities are mono-nucle
ar, or have one center (Pope, pp 9 8)). And although city centers remained places of
work and com m erce for some time, without a residential life within the core to support
businesses and infrastructure, by the 1 9 7 0 ’s, city centers became abandoned, feared
and avoided.

HOUSTON.

H o u sto n ’s grid in 1 8 7 0

. . and in 1 9 6 5

SUBURBANIZATION OF THE CITY CENTER
Presently, city centers are seeing much repopulation by young, white professionals. Re
use of late 1 9th and early 2 0 th century structures as “residential lofts” have brought a
24-hour city life back to many urban cores, where shorter com m utes and hip, consoli
dated w o rk /liv e /p la y lifestyles are offered as enticement. But this is not your Grandfa
th e r’s city core. Much has changed in the way this newly repopulated city operates.

First, everyone drives. M ore space is given over to structured and surface parking
than ever before. Second, interior spaces are less dense. Square footage of m ost loft
developments fa r exceeds the size of apartm ents built 3 0 , 2 0 or even ten years ago in
urban residential developments, and living spaces w ere never before equipped with
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high-end amenities like granite counter-tops, Viking ranges and dish washers. Third,
entertainm ent, shopping and sporting venues proliferate in city centers today; strategi
cally placed to a ttra ct more development and to cater to an event-minded population.
Rem Koolhaas spoke to this form of suburbanization when he said, and I paraphrase,
“W h ite people ruined American cities twice; once when they left and again when they
came back.” O ther cultural com m entators like economist Richard Florida, in his book,
The Rise of the Creative Class, hail the resurgence of the middle class into American
city centers as a rem arkable economic sea change, a renaissance of culture in our civ
ic cores and something to actively promote and plan for in the next few decades (Flori
da, pp

]. Both Koolhaas' and Florida’s reactions to this inward migration illustrate the

opposing schools of thought regarding the contemporary overhaul of “downtown USA.”
Koolhaas is accepting yet skeptical, Florida is scientific and overly eager. Both dance
around the word “gentrification” and never refer to it. The idea of gentrification (or the
suburbanization of the city center), in the context of this thesis, initially lies closer to the
sentiment th at Rem Koolhaas offers. The idea of a suburban injection as rem edy for a
downtown’s long-diagnosed ills is, at first consideration, a paltry attem pt at resolution.

But Florida’s quasi-utopian creative class argum ent does illuminate Koolhaas’ dismis
sive Eurocentrism. Instead of letting the city die, Florida’s re-gentrification might be
the next evolutionary step in American cities. Even Koolhaas himself has said, “W h a t
makes this experience [modernist urban design] disconcerting and humiliating is the
city’s defiant persistence and apparent vigor, in spite of the collective failure of all agen
cies that act on it or try to influence it.” [Koolhaas, pp 9 6 1 ).

Like it or not, the real city builders - entrepreneurs, artists, used books salesmen, de
velopers and policy players - will transform old warehouses into the next big espresso
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bar. Active citizens intervening in the interior of a city center - without subsidy - is dif
ficult to argue against, especially when no population is displaced and needed revenue
is coming into city hall’s coffers. These are ideas even Rem Koolhaas can understand.
However, an argum ent like de Sola M orales’ in “Terrain Vague” [Anyplace, pp 4 6 ] - in
which he argues the derelict spaces of our cities are mnemonic devices worthy of con
sideration and analysis; windows into our urban and civic pasts - is worth considering
here now. Suburbia is inherently generic, disposable and bland, and de Sola M orales’
empty, vacant spaces are anything but. If one strives to find a balance between the
Koolhaas/Florida binary on the subject of suburbanization downtown de Sola M orales’
derelict spaces might serve an essential function in the new urban center.

AD HOC PLACE MAKING
W ith a similar regard for forgotten spaces, derelict vacant lots and evacuated city
centers, a number of architecture and a rt groups are taking a bottom-up approach or

www.recetasurbanas.net 2 0 0 6

a do-it-yourself approach to urbanism and city building. Instead of masterplanning the

city as a whole, as a large bureaucracy would certainly do; these groups take over un
wanted spaces - many of them doing so illegally - and transform the space with a light
structure, a mobile kiosk, signage, projections or some other means of “occupation.”
The result is a changed (and charged] civic space via an intended subversive interven
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tion - inevitably with large historical and political ramifications. These groups echo the
actions and intentions of the French Situationists, who, partially responsible for the igni
tion of the 1 9 6 8 student m ovement through out Europe, where specifically attem pt
ing to over-throw the top (the government] via the bottom [the students]. In the face
of globalism, however, the scale of this historic dualism (underdog vs. establishment]
becomes distorted, scales of economy become incomprehensible and the hard wiring
th a t links bureaucracy and civic life unfathomably interconnected. Thus, discreet proj
ects in ad-hoc-ism [as a political or alternative city building intention] become trite in
the face of global scales of infrastructure and city-region building. Deleuze’s supple rhi
zome sneaking below the hulking, consolidated governing body is looking less and less
like a group of s tre et artists and m ore like a hulking, consolidated body of com puter
program m ers - surprisingly similar to the look of the adversary.

The same goes for alternative infrastructures, economies and means of city-region
building. Saskia Sassen speaks of an “im m igrant economy” [an economy by and for
global wanderers, refugees and aliens] th a t will succeed [and succeed capitalism] in
the face of a dying form of capitalism [globalism]. Sassen argues th a t the inherent
rhizome-ic quality in these global im migrant cultures (recycling and re-use of resources,
familial or tribal networks, and striving private enterprise] is a secret form of worth, in
a survival-of-the-fittest scenario.

This project seeks to coalesce the ideas of Sassen’s new global economy with the origi
nal intention to intervene in a status quo bureaucracy - but with a pragm atic bent in
which 2 1 s t century city [rejmigration, city planning and city/region building are treated
as constructive conditions of the contemporary American city; where possibilities for
new economies and place-making proposals abound and where political, artistic and
financial potentials are numerous.
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THE CASE FOR INTERVENTION

East Downtown Houston is a wasteland. - an irrational, emblematic wasteland with
an almost cinematic quality. Once connected to downtown via the central city gridiron,
East Downtown was a busy, bustling and im portant part of Houston’s culture and econ
omy. East downtown was the original Chinatown - where the south’s largest Chinese
im m igrant population lived and strived in the 1 9 4 0 s and 1 9 5 0 s . Before that, East
downtown played host to Houston’s main train depot where all regional travel, manu
facturing and shipping converged. In the 1 9 7 0 s , however, highways 4 5 [e a s t/w e s t]
and 5 9 (north/south) cut off East Downtown’s critical connective tissue [the grid) to
Downtown on the W estside and to the residential neighborhood of the 3 rd ward on the
South side - with a formidable wall of concrete and rushing cars. Now this no-man’s
land, rich in so much history, but a consequence of urban policy, is merely a downtown
adjacency. City planners intend to change this soon. A redevelopment plan, drafted in
2 0 0 3 -4 , will use tax increm ent revenues to update or newly-build infrastructure in the
neighborhood - in hopes to a ttra c t new residential and commercial development. It’s
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a common strategy for hard-to-fix areas such as East Downtown. Occasionally named
BIDs [business investment district] or TIRZs (tax increm ent re-investment zone]; these
areas are drawn up by the city council and, each year after the area is drawn, a per
centage of taxes accrued from development projects in the area goes into a city fund,
set aside for the upkeep or new development of public works, public spaces or infra
structure. These public improvements are used to attra ct m ore development to the
area.

Some urban loft developments [shown above] have been built in East Downtown and
these are part of the City of Houston’s m ainstreet tow ncenter plan for the area (which
resembles the recent commercial S. adaptive re-use of neighboring central downtown.
The influx of residents into this once ghostly area is a positive move for East Down
town. However, one has to wonder w hat kind of street life or neighborhood culture wili
develop where no one walks at ground level. This thesis asserts th at an alternative
development strategy must take shape and pragmatically address the lack of charac-
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ter, life and evolution of the city where conventional development strategies are
presently a t work.

ROJECT PROPOSAL
This thesis proposes th a tT IR Z revenues be used for a new kind of public infrastructure
- AN EVENT INFRASTRUCTURE - th at can facilitate a new streetlife and community
culture in East Downtown Houston. By combining a system of parking areas, which the
city plan fails to consider - in light of the new influx of young white professionals and
the burgeoning “im m igrant” economy in Houston - East Downtown’s new event infra
structure is based on a latent life th at exists there already, but has yet been revealed.

A NOTE ON FREUD A N D THE LATENT CITY
Freud’s idea of the “mind as a city,” plays a crucial part in the understanding of how the
project addresses its subject - the city (but m ore specifically the small-scale collec
tive activities th at occur in cities and the ephemeral existence of events within those
populations]. Additionally - or concurrently along with the thesis’ pragm atic issues,
legal issues and financial consequences - this project suggests th a t the possibility of
fully understanding the city (the subject), or fully participating as a player within the city,
is a continuously confounding process. Hindered by misreadings, issues of awkward
psychological transference and individualized projection, the city is somehow always
“latent” or, in other words, the city is somehow always “becoming.”

This brings to light the integral issue of “becoming” (or a temporality and change over
tim e] to the thesis. The idea th a t the city will always remain a half-imagined fiction ana
a pragmatically built environment begs the question: W h a t could accom m odate both?
The hypothesis of the “event infrastructure” (the design proposal for this project] ther,
comes from an investigation into existing behaviors, paths, histories, gathering places,
ephem eral scenarios and ad-hoc economies in East Downtown.
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DOWNTOWN
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The East Dow ntow n TIRZ, [illustrated by th e long black rectang le above) w a s draw n in 1 9 8 0 .

East Downtown is surrounded by a handful of Houston’s largest event venues: the Min
ute Maid ballpark (where the Astros play baseball], the Toyota Center (where the Rock
ets play basketball], the George R. Brown convention center (with year-round events
and draw], and to a smaller degree of venue-goer pull, the theaters, live music venues
and galleries th a t are scattered around the perim eter line of the TIRZ.
W ithin the East Downtown TIRZ however, is much vacant land - eight entire city blocks,
in fact, each totalling 6 5 ,0 0 0 square feet of weeds, mud and scattered rail ties. But
the convergence of these two urban consequences form an uncanny phenomena when
game tim e rolls around: the vacant lot becomes a contingent event parking lot with its
own small-scale economy.
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weds., sept 14th 4:26 p.m. (a crowd walking from Minute Maid park into the site.)

sun., nov. 5th 9:38 p.m. (a crowd gathering outside a music venue in the site.)

sat., nov. 4th 6:35 p.m. [a crowd walking towards the Toyota Center)

The condition of the contingent parking lot brings large populations of pedestrian
event-goers to East Downtown because it is simply cheaper to park on the other side
of highway 5 9 and walk a little further to the event venue. In addition to the simple fact
of this very unordinary group gathering th a t moves along the street, the crowds of
venue goers are even m ore significant in th at they are almost all participants ready for
large-scale entertainm ent in a sporting event venue or music club; a crowd th at is an
ticipating group activity and fun, and they are relaxed and taking tim e to walk towards
w hatever destination for which they’ve set out a path. The path from cheap parking
lot to event venue is, in its current state East Downtown, a desolate one. Many event
goers will pass abandoned strip malls, muddy crosswalks with little sidewalk infrastruc
tu re and the bleak underpass of highway 5 9 to get to their destinations. This thesis
proposes a set of interventions into th at space of circulation, to capture a m om ent in a
jovial pre- or post-game path, and facilitate an extension of activity and tim e spent there
- with the goal of transform ing a walk from the car into a potential streetlife over time.
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To facilitate the extension of such interactions and activities within event going crowds
in East Downtown, one needs to examine the existing conditions the economy of the
parking lot and how it operates over an occupied period of tim e (shown in the sketch
above over a five or six hour period]. The existing condition has cars and event goers
coming directly to the lot, parking and leaving the car to walk to the venue of choice;
then, upon returning 4 to five hours later, the event goer finds his or her vehicle and
leaves the lot immediately.

The proposed intervention (the sketch below) illustrates where in tim e and w here in
space newly planned interventions for interactions might take place.

SPECULATING ON PROGRAM
So w hat program m atic elements could thrive along this path? W h a t activities would fa
cilitate this extended interaction? Temporal program cards w ere created to speculate
on potential activity scenarios th at might work as interventions in the life of the contin
gent parking economy (shown on opposite page]. These speculations into tem poral
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■

NIGHT MARKET

FESTIVAL

DRIVE-IN

description
vendor groups s e llin g wares

descriptioo

paognm
open space, covered, lig h tin g

program

connections

amnectkms

connections

trajectory
s tre e t life

trajectory

trajectory

LIVE MUSIC

secured area fo r large groups

covered, la rge open space

even t venue

■

description
place to hear bands, musicians

skateboarding
description
area fo r skateboarding tricks

program

program

stage, roof, p.a. system

concrete, ramps, stairs

description
parking lo t w ith m ovie playing
program
parking, blank w a ll, pro je cto r

cinema, m ovie house

TACO SHACK
description
sm all fast-fo od business
program
sm all kitchen, storage, signage

connections

flMnections

connections

trajectory
event vanue

trajectory
perm anent landscaping

trajectory

ICAR SHOW

■

KE HOUSE

descriptioo
open space to show o ff your car

description

pn>9»

program

ope n-a ir bar, beer only

open space, w ith views

picnic table s, frid g e , ro o f

restaurant

■ F L E A MARKET
description
tem p ora ry m arket
program
covered, open area

ameectioos

connections

connections

trajectory
burm s, paving, fence, grass

trajectory

trajectory

■ D O G PARK

bar, lounge, club

■

description:
secured area fo r recreation
program:
grass, d ir t, fence
coenectioas:
trajectory:
burms, paving, fence, grass

second-hand shops

m n g
description
secured place to leave cars
program
fence, surface, lig h tin g
connections

trajectory
parking structure or garage

event scenarios also could begin to establish w hat kinds of spaces would be needed to
facilitate these types of activities. This begins to suggest w hat might be designed there.
For example, a dog park would need a fence, som e grass and a minimum of 1 □ □ □
square feet. And ice house on the other hand could take up less space, but would need
utility hook-ups and an enclosure.
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6 hours

PARKING

game tim e

description
secured place t o leave cars

M

$
1
$
s*

program
feace, surface, lig h tin g
connections
trajectory
parking structure o r garage

I

?•
V
M
M

14 people arrive
for the game
and park.
12 go to the
stadium, two or
three
linger/taiigate,
then go in.

30 people
arrive for
the game
and park.
All go
directly to
the
stadium.

40 people
arrive for
the game
and park.
All go
directly to
the
stadium.

%

i

14

&
I
'
All parking
lot users
return to
the lot and
leave.

THE DESIGN METHODOLOGY
To te s t the design methodology of this design generator, the program m atic scenarios
are inserted into the tem poral map of the parking lot economy over tim e. In the dia
gram above, individuals and cars [represented by the black ovals] arrive in the lot at the
beginning of the six hour period. M o re event goers arrive as game tim e approaches
and eventually all event goers leave for the venue. A t the end of gametime, all the event
goers return to the lot, and leave immediately in their vehicles, ending the six hour
period.

If there is a new program m atic elem ent added into the tem poral map, however, (as
shown in the diagram on the opposite page] m ore interactions have the potential to oc
cur over the six hour period, and hopefully these interactions enable the extension
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■

6 hours

PARKING

game tim e

description
secured place t o leave cars
program
fence, surface, lig h tin g
OMIMhNIS
trajectory
parking s tructure or garage

TACO SHACK
description
sm all fa s t-fo o d business

i

ft

program

$

sm all k itc h e n , storage, signage
squarefootage
1000 - 5000 sq. f t.

ft
ft

trajectory
resta uran t

f t

8?
&
5v

&

it

•4

14 people arrive
for the game
and park.
12 go to the
stadium, two or
three
linger/tailgate,
then go in.

30 people
arrive for
the game
and park.
All go
directly to
the
stadium.

40 people
arrive for the
game and
park.
All go
directly to
the stadium.

All 80
parking lot
users
return to
the lot.

of tim e spent by event goers or parking lot users in the lot o r on the path. For example,
if a taco shack where to be inserted in the timeline, (and hypothetically in real space],
as is illustrated above, event goers could grab a drink before they s ta rt their walk,
people watch a while, and talk to others about the team . On the way back, after game
tim e, parking lot users could spend some tim e a t the taco place waiting for traffic to
die down, and hence, extending their possible interactions with other like-minded fans
and potentially other populations coming in to use the parking spaces there: concert
goers, th eater fans or even residents of the nearby loft developments.
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W e can also speculate on a timeline of a much larger scale - a map of parking/event
occupation in two East Downtown lots over a year (or over four seasons, as shown
above). W ith lot one [at the top) being used for parking adjacent to the Toyota center,
and the other lot (below) showing the activity in a parking lot used to access the base
ball stadium. Since the baseball season and the basketball season are staggered, this
makes for tem poral gaps in the map over tim e in each lot. These seasonal “tem poral
gaps” open opportunities for m ore program scenarios to be inserted and to enable
extension of activities over time.
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fall

winter

spring

summer

USE & DURATION MAP
TRAJECTORIES OVER TIME
(filling in th e gaps)

Different program m atic activities (swap meets, weekend fa rm ers ’ markets, evening
concerts, dog runs and post-game ice house activities] begin to fill in those tem poral
gaps in the contingent parking lot economy. Overtime, some activities may go away and
some may become permanent, the idea being to generate the a re a ’s streetlife via a
constant phasing-in of activity, or through a constant state of “becoming,” allowing the
culture and character of East Downtown to develop incrementally - a nuanced citylife
or street life over a period of time.
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THE DESIGN PROPOSAL
So w hat kind of system could bring about these em ergent qualities of interaction and
amplification in several sites? As stated before, an “event infrastructure” th a t facili
tates indeterm inate program s in seasonally changing areas of economic activity is
w hat the project proposes. The design of the project begins at the largest scale, with
several scattered event sites, connected by a s tre et infrastructure or path-making
modules (along existing circulation paths between vacant lots and large event venues],

THE CITY OF HOUSTON REDEVELOPMENT PLAN A N D PARKING
In the city of Houston’s redevelopment plan, which uses TIRZ funds to improve infra
structure in East Downtown (with projects like sidewalk improvements, sew er line
updating, waste w ater line updating, etc.), the city proposes a conventional “urban vil
lage” scheme. The urban village consolidates East Downtown into a warehouse district,
a them ed design district, a shopping district, a residential district and a small busi
ness district (placed in seemingly arbitrary areas on the East Downtown map.) In the
city’s scheme, the small-scale parking lot economy is gone, as is the potential for an
incremental development of the area to happen over a longer tim e fram e. The parking,
in fact, is to be consolidated at the Northwestern corner of the site, in a 7 to 8 story
parking structure; this would isolate the parking and stop the celebratory pedestrian
tre k to the game, which is, itself, the latent streetlife this thesis seeks to bring to light.

The event and s tre et infrastructure proposal of this thesis calls itself infrastructure so
th a t it might use TIRZ funds as well (to a ttra c t development over time.] But the design
plan of this thesis proposes to scatter the parking throughout the site, using the econo
my and activity within the parking lot to generate a streetlife th a t is latent now, but can
be revealed via an extension of tim e spent in the site, w hether in transit to and event,
or “hanging out” pre- or post game.
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STREET INFRASTRUCTURE
s tre et infrastructure or path-making
modules (much like a public, urban
infrastructure] can be occupied by
vendors or used as places to stop
and sit, for pedestrians in transit to
and from events.

EVENT HUBS
event hubs are whole city blocks
developed for mixed use parking/
public space and small-scale com
mercial spaces intended to become
fixtures in the neighborhood and
a ttra c t a nuanced development over
time. One even hub in particular [cir
cled in red above] was fully designed
as a prototypical event hub, to
illustrate the basic operations and
details of the event hub network

□□
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MAS7ERPLAN INCREMENTS OVER TIME
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INFRASTRUCTURE ASSEMBLIES
c a b le a tta c h m e n t (fo r c a n o p y )

These steel assemblies are

lig h tin g

m eant to be a system of
publicly-usable infrastructure
s te e l p o s ts (fo r s ig n a g e o r p la n ks)

across the site (i.e. the infra
structures can close and open
COLUMN

so th a t vending and smallscale seasonal commercial ac
tivity can happen on pedestrian
circulation routes to and from
large event areas and after
some time, between intra-site
PERGOLA

areas.

The assemblies serve as light
ing, signage and overhangs,
if needed, making them as
much urban furniture for the
SIGNAGE

neighborhood as they are area
path-making devices and com
mercial activity enclosures.

CANOPY
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SELLS BOTTLED WATER A N D ASTROS

_ ,

SOUVENIRS.
LEASES O U T A C AN O PY M O D U L E ALON G
THE PEDESTRIAN PATH TO THE BASEBALL
GA M E IN T H E SUMMER A N D ALO N G THE
BASKETBALL G A M E ROUTE IN THE
W INTER.
C OM M U TES TH RO UG H EAST D O W N T O W N .

M AKES EASY EXTRA CASH.

NOTICES SIGNAGE INFRASTRUCTURE A N D EVENTS IN
CERTAIN LOTS. NOTICES SO M E TH IN G NEW EACH
TRIP.
TH IN KS M AYBE THIS PART OF H OUSTON IS MAYBE
M ORE INTERESTING T H A N OTHER PARTS.

Once the s tre et infrastructure assemblies begin to be occupied, the life of East Down
town can emerge. Here, in two different sections through the site, the steel assembly
elements are shown being used as lighting rigs, vending areas, s tre et canopies, struc
ture for signage and seating.
The street infrastructure accomm odates activity for a Houston Rockets basketball
fan crossing under 5 9 highway [below], while also enabling exposure to a commuting
passer-by and offering a vendor a place for her small commercial enterprise [above].

M /V
" ----------

PARKS 0 N THIS SIDE 0 F HIGHW AY 59 BECAUSE IT'S
„ CHEAPER.
\ LIKES THE TACO STAND ALON G THE PATH TO THI
I TOYOTA CENTER.

AW THE LANTERNS OVER CHARTRES STREET.

^

— _

_

j

.

i

h

i
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S treet infrastructure can accom m odate a passing event goer or a seasonal vendor,
but for m ore perm anent development to take shape, and for a new, small-scale econo
my to grow out of this existing ephem eral pedestrian condition, the event hubs - which
facilitate the needed, scattered parking program across the site - create an environ
m ent for m ore permanent, user controlled zones and recreation areas.

Each 6 5 ,0 0 0 square foot lot combines three program m atic elements:

1) a structured/sunken or elevated parking level with an enclosed event space

2 ) a perm anent hard and soft scape area at street level

3 ) a 3-foot elevated hardscape plaza with a porous surface th a t can receive deployable
canopies for seasonal events and commercial activity.

For this thesis, one event hub prototype was developed and designed in detail to un
derstand its potentials and operational logistics within the larger site, within the city of
Houston’s redevelopment plan and within the site of planning, legality and urban policy.
The prototypical event hub exists as on of the areas vacant, yet contingent, weedstrewn parking lots. During baseball season the existing lot takes in 5 0 to 7 5 cars per
game, a num ber which the event hub prototype will double using TIRZ monies to build
the lot. Thus, the event hubs work into the cities redevelopment plan, using TIRZ fund
ing like a subsidy for this integral public infrastructure th at will generate the needed
civic culture in East Downtown Houston.

Built like a pancake, this whole-block, mixed use prototype becomes a design exercise
in manipulating an expansive area with a series of small, subtle moves.
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EVENT HUB PROTOTYPE

\

\
burms

structured

parking

canopy/pergola

modules

W h a t exists under the porous hardscape slab of the elevated public plaza is hidden
from view, but it is the structural bedrock for the event hub. Drainage channels, utility
lines (including electric and plumbing], and structured channels in which to plug-in the
deployable canopies (elements illustrated below), make possible the occupation of the
grid above. The gridded geom etry of the hardscape plaza makes for uncomplicated ac
cess to the utilities below and allows for virtually limitless formations of the deployable
canopies. (Above the slab elements illustrated above].

■ 4 -1 -

elements within the 3-foot structured slab.
F T T TT P '"D I I P II U H U J

structure

channels
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LEVELS OF THE EVENT HUB PROTOTYPE

Level one of the event hub is 4 feet below grade (in this instance the structured park
ing is sunken. In other areas of East Downtown where flooding is a problem, the struc
tured parking is elevated). The grid, containing utility access for lighting, continues into
the floor of the structured parking area. Ramps leading cars from existing circulation
routes lead into the parking area where event goers park and then em erge onto the
elevated hardscape plaza.
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LEVEL ONE - SUNKEN PARKING
(48" below grade)
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LEVELS DF THE EVENT HUB PROTOTYPE
Level two of the event hub is at s tre et level (with the structured parking below]. The
65-foot by 1 0O-foot “front yard” recreation space is shown below in the colored areas
of the drawing. This elem ent of the event hub is a perm anent zone of soft- and hardscaped areas for recreation. Lawns, concrete ram ps and walkways for picnicking,
skateboarding or seating for events. The drainage system from the upper plaza (oppo
site page] drains down to this level, functioning as irrigation for the landscaped areas
of grass.
9 0'

65'

I

18'

n

15'

r

4 5'

20 '

I
LEVEL TWO -- STREET LEVEL
(at grade)
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LEVELS OF THE EVENT HUB PROTOTYPE
Level three of the event hub is 3 6 ” above s tre et level (with the utility lines and drainage
embedded within the 3-foot slab], to give the hub a prominence or a gesture of separa
tion from the street. W ithin the gridded paving system [shown below) structured plugs
and channels can receive deployable modules for shelter, commercial spaces and
small events. Different occupations and formations of those modules is illustrated on
page 2 9 .

LEVEL THREE - PLAZA LEVEL
(36"above grade)
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LEVELS OF THE EVENT HUB PROTOTYPE
Level four is the enclosed second story of the parking structure, which is innervated
with a structural steel spine and movable wall systems (shown in further detail on
page 3 5 ]. This large, open interior th a t allows for sm aller and sm aller partitioning is
the locus for the larger m ore perm anent program m atic scenarios: the ice houses, the
fa rm ers ’ markets, the longer te rm boutiques or restaurants, and activities th a t might
occur during those brutally hot Houston sum m er days.

h
—

_ T \_ h

h
VJ

h
VJ

h

h
kj

h

P)

h
VJ

VJ

LEVEL FOUR - OCCUPIED PORTION OF THE PARKING STRUCTURE
(8' above grade)
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LEVELS OF THE EVENT HUB PROTOTYPE

The roof plan shows the expansive cover over the parking structure enclosure, provid
ing essential sum m er shading device for nearly half of the site, as well as a common
roof for the interior of the enclosure - a sort of free design, warehouse space which
can be converted itself into multiple formations under one roof.

—♦

— -

LEVEL FIVE - ROOF PLAN
(15'above grade)
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SUMMER / FALL 2006

WINTER / SPRING 2007

SUMMER / FALL 2008

deployable modules on the plaza (closer view)

OPERATIONAL LOGISTICS
Semi-permanent, deployable modules are designed to plug into the hardscape plaza,
and will serve as small-scale commercial and event areas; much like the s tre et infra
structure at the larger scale of the neighborhood. Over a series of seasons, some
highly active, others less so, these deployable modules can change formations, form
multiple paths or outdoor rooms.
The modules can serve as lighting, seating, and signage, in addition to facilitating more
advanced commercial and event scenarios with a built-in utility core th at plugs into the
utility channels within the slab.
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u tility core

i8 hti
helf

8.5'

section

DEPLOYABLE MODULE

signage

OPERATIONAL LOGISTICS: sectional illustration of aspects of the deployable module

OPERATIONAL LOGISTICS: operation of the deployable module
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M O D U LE DESIGN

The module is designed to be manually oper
ated for upkeep and for ease of set up by
vendors and event organizers. The porous
slab accomm odates electrical, plumbing and
drainage utilities and can furnish seasonal op
erators of the spaces the ability to light, heat,
signage

amplify or green their leased area.

The structural system is an inexpen
sive and light aluminum assembly,
resembling the steel assemblies of
the street infrastructure, although,
here, the module is lighter, movable
and assemble-able using one or two
individuals.
performances

Moving parts consist of a
garage door-like canopy/shad
ing mechanism, and a pocket
door, or slip door, which offers
m ore privacy for “back of
house” commercial accommo
dation, as well as a wider vari
ety of formation possibilities.
vendino
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projection surface

recreation

urban furniture
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tailgating

GRO UND SLAB LOGISTICS - DIAGRAMMATIC

9

*

tit'
perforated ground plane (closeup)

l.

structure moved into place (closeup)

...\

—

r x
'F

structure locked into place (closeup)

=sxP=
1

hardscape plaza level section (w ith u tilitiy lines)

OPERATIONAL LOGISTICS
Once the modules are leased (through an agreem ent with the TIRZ board], they are
taken from on-site storage and walked out to a desired area on the plaza. The diagram
a t the top of this page illustrates the operation of the module legs being locked into
place within the hardscape, and the section below th a t (above this text] suggests a
formation of two modules into a seating and shading function. Details of the slab’s engi
neering, the pavers and how the utility lines might em erge from the channels between
pavers is also shown in this section.

Between seasons, the life of the plaza actually turns “on” and “off” (see opposite page
renderings).
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interior frame module (perspective)

•ft

interior frame module (plan)

i,

interior frame module with walls (perspective)

interior frame module with walls
(standard formation)

r
i i
-r

interior walls moved into place (perspective)

interior frame module walls
(swinging up & out to form larger spaces)

REFIGURABLE INTERIORS
W ithin the parking structure enclosure (see level
4], a series of fram es and refigurable walls allow
for the change in potential event and com m er
cial space enclosures. This way, the interior of
the parking structure can accom m odate a large
party or gathering in one season, or can be parti
tioned into smaller spaces for ice houses, restau
rants, boutiques at a different time, or, further
into the future, possibly live/w o rk loft residences.
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WINTER / SPRING 2008

SUMMER / FALL 2008
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CONCLUSION
The life of the project comes when it is occupied and when it becomes owned by the
ephem eral city life th at exists currently, but th a t could thrive under the right conditions.
By using the TIRZ infrastructure needs as a loophole, and by piggy-backing the intention
of a better parking solution onto the City of Houston’s redevelopment masterplan, the
project th at began esoterically based in the fleeting city of the mind becomes pragm at
ic and even conceivably propose-able to the city council or the TIRZ board.
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the problems of suburban isolation and lack of public interaction w ere interrogated
here, and the result was to find a small existing (and em ergent] potential and to amplify
it as a tool for citylife-building. A fter considering a series of projects th a t might’ve in
cluded a business plan for a non-profit entity, a series of a rt installations in East Down
town or an East Downtown community website, this design proposition - a transient
m asterplan with temporally-based hubs of interaction space - becam e the most obvi
ous and most convincing way to engage and unpack the initial ideas of this thesis.
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THESIS REVIEW COMMENTS

Robert Mangurian:
I love the project a lot. It’s a really brilliant project. A 6-story garage is almost a way to
kill the area, and this way would spark its development. W h a t about the a re a ’s Nonevent activity potential? You should find a way to them e each one [hub],

Keith Krumwiede:
W h o gets the parking? Is it for locals, visitors, residents? The non-projective aspect of
this is holding you back. W h o will be here in 2 0 years? It would add another grain to
the project enriching the area too.

Dana Cuff: I would like to have seen these scenarios played out or reflected in the ren
derings. One solution is advanced: the flea market. But you should make the "event” of
parking m ore operative, show the event populated.
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Dawn Finley:
People would like to stand under this large roof, not just cars and it raises an interest
ing question; it’s like a Latin urbanism, which is p art good and part difficult. I’m glad it’s
not a street-widening plan.

Lars Lerup:
This is a tailgating technology. In a highly privatized city, possible encounters are mini
mized. Americans need some purpose to meet, unlike Italians. Your project is som e
thing I call “Stim", and I think its in someway naive, but also brilliant and quixotic. I too
am still fighting windmills. If suburbia will ever be m ore than it is, projects like this are
necessary. The dispersal of parking is helping you and hindering you, but it is a valiant
attem pt to form some sort of transient community - it’s a nice project.
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APPENDIX A

http: / /w w w .w i m by. n 1/
Stands for “W elcom e Into My Backyard” - a group th a t curates a varied series of
projects, program m es and partnerships related to architecture, urban planning and
socio-cultural projects.
h ttp ://w w w .tra n s p a ra d is o .c o m /
Producing public interventions since 1 9 9 9 , initiated by Paul Rajakovics and Barbara
Holub, the platform is “for intended and uncalculated incidents between art, architec
ture and urbanism with regular excursions in border areas.”
h ttp ://w w w .a m e ric a n c ity .o rg /
A great group publishing thoughtful, contextual, design-minded articles and continuing
series on planning trends and urban design ideas and debates.
h ttp ://m is s in g -p lac e s.o rg /
Eric Leshinsky’s thesis from 2 0 0 5 is a museum of city life th a t addresses contempo
rary issues of urban place identity through the actions of city residents. Using interac
tive, dialogue-based exhibits, the Museum proposes alternative ways of mapping the
present condition of a city.
h ttp ://w w w .d es ig n c o rp s.o rg /
Brain Bell’s good-deed-doer network, w here the foundation notifies the public about ed
ucation opportunities, grants, competitions, projects, other like-minded design groups
and helpful community associations.
http://w w w .superflex.dl^/
Fun Danish firm th a t is half-branding machine, half environmental design firm. Projects
include “Public Use” - where you can download a stencil from the web and tag public
spaces with spray paint, and “Free Beer” - an opensource recipe for beer one can
make at home.
http://w w w .recetasu rb an as.n et/h o m e_aO _e.h tm l
Also known as (Strategies for Subversive Urban Occupation) this Spanish group, based
in Madrid proposes public interventions and carries them out, often documenting them
via video.
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